
 W Coxeter group of affine type
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CONJECTURE Arnold Brieskorn Pham Thom 60 70

The orbitspace Kw is a KID Space

Thm Paolini 5 Inv Math 21 The Kiti conjecture holds for all

Astin groups of affinetype

Tentative proof try to use the dual structure on W

So take Ri all reflections Coxeter element

P I c interval below c and trytoprove

I P in a lattice so Kek dia a KIM
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Unfortunately I in twee WeAm bensome c Cn Ci

Outline of the pad

I We proof that the associated couples K in a KIT1 even

if 49 is not a lattice

22 We give homotopy equivalence between K and the abit

configurationspace Yu

tools Il identification of a finite salagler
Kick which has the homotopy hype

d Yn Xii xv



fi we find an EL shelling on 51 e and

combinatorial Mance theory ho contact his Xi

Ione geometrical properties

wow in elliptic if it fixes somepoint

w is hyperbolic otherwise

The Coxeter element e cW in hyperbolic se every point p in the affine

spere in moved Actually there is a line l of points which are

minimallymoved which is called the Coxeter axis

the restriction che in a traslation
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characterization of the reflections rear

ne II C 1 in vertical

e in horizontalbit dose tal

it intersects on axialchamber

They take as much as possible from Gornate the
they add suitable fwheatefhnslehns.HN
Gdg a larga guys 6 W andsuchHot

Is 49
in a lattice

Therfere Ke keep in e fattediurnal MID
There in a diagram of guys
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where the groups on the right an Gmbh this

gives a diagram of ceglexes
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then thisisehi

and me pad that te in a hittin

Therefore a Mages Whis orgmat gives that

KY in a her

It remains to relate Kik ho Yu



LA t'ck be the sulayler given by
there ciglia x xp e A Xix fixes one

verba of the bon chamber C

Thun Xi Xi ew

idee pane pieces of both anglers which

correspond ho parabolic subgroups

una standard theorems

in che topology and

induction ha glue
Lonetanyegrinchus d A B

the pieces
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The last stop in to contract Kid Xia
Here we ne discute Move theory in 2 steps

1 Then in a posetmap IN IN

such that each fiber loom line

i 1 s e
r

then un can easily put e matching which

reduces M ho e finite subayler M Xix

example in cera AI



2 We find e secondmatching a K

which in a perfectmatching en KI u se n XI

ti conduct this matching mi usi

The There exist a hotel ordering on



P R n 1 e which meter the part
II C EL shellable

Elshellable E internal agl i Il a unique

increasing maximal chain g cit o in the

minimum in the lexicographical order among the mental

chain

The ordering of Ro is an axial delay
reflections on aretenderardini a than whiskies

with the Coxeter axis

Within



Possible generalizations andproblems

I Coxetergnam W is the hital conjecture true

let a be a Casataelementi

in 51.9 a lattice in it shellable

let We be the ghem defined by 51 C theduelgroup Is it

isomorphic to the standard Astin go p

canonesalvethe nordproblemand find thecenter

I
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One can obtain that K in a Htt i even if 51 e innot a lattice

howtogeneralize Garside theory weakening this condition

Other generalizations of MIT1 property

to complements of discriminant of non national A D E I

singularities ti elliptic

No complements of simplicial affine arrangements of hyperplanes

in petioles periodic affine arrangements

see forexample papers by Wemyss and collaborators on the space

of Bridgetand stability conditions



hem Wemyss

Tosic arrangements

the end


